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Login or Register. Lionel Uncoupler Wireing views. Order Ascending Order Descending.
Member since April , posts. Does anyone know where each of the four wires go, and how it gets
it's power, on a Lionel Uncoupler. I do not see any numbers on this piece, Thanks, Bob. Reply
Edit. You will need to specify which uncoupling track section you have: either UCS, RCS or
since they vary in terms of their wiring. For the UCS distinguished by the circular coil in the
center of the track section and heavy weight , to explain this let's start by holding the track
section in your hand with the terminal strip at the bottom and numbering the terminals The
Lionel service manual wiring diagram explains the terminals on the uncoupling track section
this way: 1 is for "ground," 2 is for the short left side rails, 3 is for "power," and 4 is for the short
right side rails. The electrical current for the track section is provided for the the uncoupling
track section from the center rail s of the adjoining track sections. The ground is provided by
the outside rail s of the adjoining track sections. The two button controller operates either the
center coil or the short rails. Assuming the wiring from the controller has not been altered from
the factory orientation, lay the controller on a table, lay the cable flat, and hook up your wires to
the track section with this same orientation. Hope this helps. Thanks for the info. Now I am half
way there. Where terminls do the wires go to in the little black box with two red buttons on it?
How does this uncoupler get power to it? Is is from the rails? As you can see, this is my first
encounter with Lionel.. You say that the number 3 terminal on the track is for power. Where
does this power come from. Three long tracks and two short tracks. Do I need car on this track
to make it work?? Gee and I thought you were seriously seeking help with your uncoupling
track. Why would you have an uncoupling track section if it was not to be used for two cars to
uncouple? So, yes, unless you want to use the UCS track as a paperweight or doorstop, you do
need at least two cars coupled together. As to where does the electricity come from, I suppose
you should define "where" and describe where you live since the electricity might be supplied
by solar power, wind power, hydroelectric, etc. You can, however, find out all you need to know
about your track section in a variety of books available at train stores or your public library.
Good luck. Join our Community! Search the Community. Find us on Facebook. Anonymous
Member since April , posts. I do not see any numbers on this piece, Thanks, Bob Reply Edit.
Posted by Anonymous on Tuesday, November 25, PM Gee and I thought you were seriously
seeking help with your uncoupling track. The most common repairs for postwar controllers are
cleaning the contacts and adjusting the springs. Refer to Diagram for Reassembly The track
illustrated is Lionel's postwar operating track. See pdf diagram here for printing. Before
screwing assembly back into case, hold it together and compare to Normal Position in above
stack. The MPC redesign resulted in the square shaft breaking off with user's rough treatment.
My experience gluing structural plastic parts has had poor results. This fix results in a better
Controller. Both Controllers below were improved. The Controller on the right had the broken
square shaft. The shaft parts were glued together and glue set before improvement. For
Improved Operation Remove Spring assembly. Repair square shaft in cover if needed. The
spring stack diagram below shows the difference from the postwar spacers. Return to
Operating Cars and Accessories. After marking wires, remove from track and power bus bar.
Log Controller was inspected and serviced in place. Note broken and loose parts. Remove
binding head screw from springs to clean electrical contacts with grit wet or dry paper. See
below for Controller operation. After attaching stack to case, check contact spacing with a strip
of index card. The ST spring adjusting tool is available as a reproduction from toy train parts
dealers. The tool is also used to adjust switch turnouts spring contacts. Please use to send an
email. All Rights Reserved. Place the Controller over a parts tray or clear surface before
removing base. An electrical wiring diagram is a straightforward graph of the physical
connections and physical design of an electrical system or circuit. It demonstrates how the
electric cables are adjoined and can additionally show where fixtures as well as parts might be
attached to the system. Use circuitry layouts to help in structure or producing the circuit or
electronic tool. They are additionally valuable for making repair work. Do It Yourself fanatics
make use of electrical wiring layouts however they are also common in residence building and
also auto repair. For instance, a house builder will certainly wish to confirm the physical area of
electric outlets and lighting fixtures making use of an electrical wiring representation to prevent
pricey blunders and building code offenses. We features pre-made circuitry diagram layouts.
Personalize hundreds of electrical signs as well as promptly drop them into your wiring
diagram. Special control manages around each symbol enable you to rapidly resize or rotate
them as required. To draw a wire, simply click on the Draw Lines alternative on the left hand
side of the attracting location. Drag a symbol onto the line as well as it will certainly insert itself
and also snap right into area. Once connected, it will continue to be connected even if you
relocate the cord. If you need additional icons, click the arrowhead alongside the visible library

to bring up a fall menu and choose A lot more. You can additionally transform the size and
shape of your line jumps. Select Show Dimensions to reveal the size of your cords or dimension
of your element. A schematic reveals the plan and also feature for an electrical circuit, however
is not interested in the physical format of the wires. Electrical wiring layouts show how the
cables are connected and where they need to found in the real tool, along with the physical
links in between all the components. Unlike a pictorial representation, an electrical wiring
representation uses abstract or streamlined forms and lines to show components. Photographic
representations are commonly photos with labels or highly-detailed drawings of the physical
parts. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it implies the lines are attached. The
majority of icons utilized on an electrical wiring layout appear like abstract variations of the real
items they stand for. As an example, a button will certainly be a break in the line with a line at an
angle to the cord, much like a light switch you can flip on and off. A resistor will be represented
with a collection of squiggles symbolizing the restriction of current flow. An antenna is a
straight line with three tiny lines branching off at its end, similar to an actual antenna. Skip to
content. Lionel Ucs Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified usual pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the capacity and signal links amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives
guidance practically the relative face and bargain of devices and terminals on the devices, to
support in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would work more detail of the
living thing appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to highlight
interconnections beyond beast appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot
problems and to create determined that every the contacts have been made and that all is
present. Architectural wiring diagrams law the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire
routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a
common circuit. Wiring diagrams use okay symbols for wiring devices, usually interchange
from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not and no-one else measure
where something is to be installed, but plus what type of device is bodily installed. For example,
a surface ceiling light is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling roomy has a alternative
symbol, and a surface fluorescent fresh has unusual symbol. Each type of switch has a
alternative fable and suitably get the various outlets. There are symbols that work the location
of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be
required by the electrical inspection authority to accept membership of the residence to the
public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will along with include panel schedules for
circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as ember alarm or
closed circuit television or additional special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. I have started to wire up my accessories and UCS sections. A question I have is
how does the section get power to operate the unloading feature without running up the throttle
for power and having the train move? I do not have the instruction sheets for the UCS section,
so I am sure I am missing something very basic. Replies sorted oldest to newest. Follow the
diagram:. The principles in the video are very well suited to providing fixed voltage to the track
sections for conventional operation, so you can shut down track power and still get accessories
to work, but this isn't brought up at all. I have done what you mentioned, but when I press the
uncoupler button it seems that the engine that is sitting idle on the track starts to power up,
which I think is depriving some of the power to operate the dump feature on the car. Do I need
to insulate the middle rail on both ends of the UCS track section? It does sound like you have a
floating ground somewhere. Thanks, I will dig around to see if I can find that ground. I found the
"loose" ground. On the loop that has the UCS my power clip had the wires flipped. Once it

flipped the wires then everything went just as you said. Skip to main content. KC Kevin Coyle
Member. Original Post. What do you have connected to terminal 3? Nothing at all. Have you
confirmed that your transformers are phased, with a common ground? Hi I am running a power
feed from my nth terminal block to the disconnected wire 3 do I need to run a common ground
to number 1 or 2 wires on the UVA terminals? Thanks, Kevin. Thank you for pointing things out,
now onto the next one. Membership Required We're sorry. You must be signed in to continue.
Sign In or Register. Are you sure you want to remove from your Block List? When you block a
person, they can no longer invite you to a private message or post to your profile wall. Finally,
you'll never receive email notifications about content they create or likes they designate for
your content. Note: if you proceed, you will no longer be following. Link copied to your
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